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ABSTRACT: Recent studies demonstrated that with proper selection of chemically
compatible constituents the open-circuit voltage (Voc) of ternary-blend solar cells
can be tuned across the composition window of the active layer. In this study, we
probed the limit of the offset between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) energy levels of the two acceptors in ternary blends containing one donor
and two acceptors. We demonstrate, for the first time, that ternary-blend active
layers with two acceptors having an energy-level difference between their LUMO
levels exceeding 0.4 eV can still result in solar cells exhibiting composition-
dependent open-circuit voltage (Voc). Our results suggest strong electronic
interactions between the acceptors, with the electron wave function delocalized
over multiple molecules. These findings have broadened the library of possible
candidates for active layers of ternary-blend solar cells with tunable Voc and
established guidelines for the design of next-generation materials for efficient
performance of such devices.

Binary bulk-heterojunction organic solar cells are quickly
approaching the practical efficiency limit of 11%.1−8

Further increases in efficiency are possible through the
introduction of tandem solar cells in which subcells are
connected either in series or in parallel.9,10 Despite the increase
in power conversion efficiencies, such improvements are
achieved at the expense of fabrication complexity.11−14 Recently,
the use of ternary-blend photoactive layers containing either two
donors and one acceptor (D1/D2/A) or one donor and two
acceptors (D/A1/A2) has become a comparatively simple
approach to realizing single-junction organic solar cells with
greater efficiencies.15−20 This approach preserves the simplicity
of solar cell fabrication while paving the way for accessing
efficiencies beyond the limit set by single-junction solar cells
comprising binary blends of donor and acceptor pairs.21−26

Ternary-blend solar cells benefit from an increase in short-
circuit current density (Jsc) upon the introduction of a third
photoabsorbing component in the active layer. The Jsc
enhancement stems from an increased number of captured
photons through the introduction of a constituent having an
absorption profile that complements that of the parent donor−
acceptor pair.16,27,28 Until recently, the open-circuit voltage (Voc)
of ternary-blend solar cells was thought to be pinned by the

difference in the energy levels of the higher of the two highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of the donors and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor in
active layers comprising two donors and an acceptor.29,30

However, recent studies demonstrated that with proper selection
of the constituents the Voc can be continuously tuned between
the largest and smallest differences of the HOMO energy levels
of the individual donors and the LUMO energy level of the
acceptor for D1/D2/A systems or between the largest and
smallest differences of the LUMO energy levels of the individual
acceptors and the HOMO energy level of the donor for D/A1/A2
systems without negatively impacting the photocurrent or fill
factor (FF).15−17,19,31−35 This tunability in Voc in ternary-blend
solar cells is described by the organic alloy model17,31 in which
individual constituents preserve their excitonic character due to
the localized nature of the exciton, yet dissociated holes and
electrons are delocalized over much larger distances.32,36

This composition-dependent Voc in ternary-blend solar cells is
correlated with the chemical compatibility between the active-
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layer constituents.36,37 When the two polymer donors in D1/D2/
A systems are miscible or can cocrystallize, the corresponding
ternary-blend solar cells exhibit composition-dependent Voc. On
the other hand, phase separation between the two donor
constituents limits the Voc of such ternary-blend solar cells to the
energy difference between the LUMO energy level of the
acceptor and the higher-lying HOMO energy level of the two
donor polymers.
Less explored is how the energy-level offsets between the

HOMOs of the two donors or the LUMOs of the two acceptors
for D1/D2/A or D/A1/A2 systems, respectively, affect Voc. It has
been proposed that this tunability in Voc and simultaneous Jsc
enhancement in ternary-blend solar cells can only occur when
these energy-level offsets are below 0.3 eV,38 and experiments to
date have not been inconsistent with this assertion.15,16,35,39,40

While a recent study demonstrated Jsc enhancement in D1/D2/A
solar cells when the energy-level offset between the HOMOs of
the two donors is 0.37 eV,28 the Voc values of these solar cells
appear to be pinned by the difference in the energy levels of the

LUMO of the acceptor and the higher of the two HOMOs of the
donors.28 With a series of D/A1/A2 ternary blends comprising
fullerene derivatives, we systematically evaluated how the
LUMO−LUMO energy offset of the fullerenes affects the
tunability of the Voc in the resulting solar cells. This elucidation
should shed light on the connection between the constituent
HOMO or LUMO energy-level offsets and the ability to
maintain efficient photocurrent generation and charge transport
in ternary-blend solar cells. Finally, establishing the energetic
requirements for tunable Voc in ternary-blend solar cells will also
allow rapid screening of potential constituents for active layers
and will simultaneously promote understanding of the opera-
tional limits and device physics of ternary-blend solar cells.
In our current study, we explored ternary-blend solar cells of

the type D/A1/A2 that exhibit efficient charge generation and
transport. We demonstrate, for the first time, that the Voc of these
solar cells remains tunable across the composition window of the
active layer despite an energy-level difference between the
LUMOs of the two acceptors that exceeds 0.4 eV and that is as

Figure 1. Chemical structures and corresponding energy levels of PBTTT-C14,41 C60, PC61BM, ICBA, bis-PC61BM, tris-PC61BM, and ICTA. The
LUMO energy levels of the electron acceptors used in the study were measured by solution CV and have been internally referenced to the LUMO
energy level of PC61BM for this study.

Table 1. Characterization of Ternary Blends and the Open-Circuit Voltage of Solar Cells Comprising Them

blend A1 A2 morphology ΔLUMOA1‑A2 (eV) Voc (V)

A PC61BM bis-PC61BM A2 does not intercalate 0.12 0.48−0.62
B PC61BM ICBA A1 and A2 intercalate 0.17 0.48−0.63
C PC61BM tris-PC61BM A2 does not intercalate 0.20 0.48−0.58
D PC61BM ICTA A2 does not intercalate 0.42 0.48−0.72
E C60 ICTA A2 does not intercalate 0.51 tunablea

aThe Voc for ternary-blend solar cells containing ternary blend E at 20% C60 loading of the total acceptor content is 0.6 V and is an intermediate
value between what one would expect of PBTTT-C14:C60 (below 0.48 V) and PBTTT-C14:ICTA (0.72 V) binary-blend solar cells.
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high as 0.51 eV. Voc tunability requires strong electronic
interactions between A1 and A2; therefore, our findings suggest
an electron wave function that is delocalized over large distances.
For this study, we investigated five ternary-blend systems

comprising a semicrystalline polymer, poly[2,5-bis(3-tetrade-
cylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene] (PBTTT-C14),41 as
the polymer donor (D) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PC61BM) as the parent acceptor (A1); a second fullerene
derivative served as A2. The chemical structures of each of the
constituents are shown in Figure 1.We focused on ternary blends
containing one donor and two acceptors, D/A1/A2, to elucidate
how the energy-level offset between the LUMOs of acceptors A1
and A2 impacts device performance. All acceptors have similar
surface energies and thus satisfy the morphological criterion of
chemical compatibility in order for us to realize ternary-blend
solar cells with Vocs that are tunable across the composition
window of the active layer.36

Table 1 contains the ternary-blend compositions, whether the
acceptors intercalate between the side chains of PBTTT-C14,
and the energy-level offsets between the LUMOs of PC61BM and
A2. Ternary blend A comprises bis-PC61BM as A2, providing an
energy difference between the LUMOs of the acceptors of 0.12
eV. In ternary blend B, indene-C60 bisadduct, ICBA, is A2. It has a
LUMO energy level that is 0.17 eV higher than that of PC61BM.
In ternary blend C, tris-PC61BM is A2; the energy-level difference
between the LUMOs of the acceptors is 0.20 eV. We also
examined ternary blend D, where indene-C60 trisadduct, ICTA,
with a LUMO energy level 0.42 eV higher than that of PC61BM,
is A2. Finally, to probe how the LUMO−LUMO offset in A1 and

A2 pairs limits Voc tunability, we studied ternary blend E, in which
C60 is A1 and ICTA is A2, to give an energy-level difference
between the LUMOs of the acceptors of 0.51 eV. We kept the
overall polymer/fullerene weight ratio at 1:4 and only changed
the weight ratio between A1 and A2. The LUMO energy levels for
all of the fullerene derivatives were measured using solution
cyclic voltammetry (CV; see Figure S1); the energy-level
differences between the LUMOs of PC61BM and A2 for all of
the blends correlate well with previously reported values.42−44

We fabricated ternary-blend solar cells whose active-layer
compositions are specified above. Binary-blend solar cells
containing PC61BM demonstrate optimal device performance
at 1:4 donor to acceptor weight ratio. While it is known that
binary-blend solar cells containing PBTTT-C14 and either bis-
PC61BM, tris-PC61BM, or ICTA show optimized performance
when the active layer comprises a 1:1 donor to acceptor weight
ratio, we kept the overall polymer/fullerene ratio at 1:4 because
PC61BM is present in all of the active layers and PC61BM readily
intercalates between the alkyl side chains of PBTTT-C14.45

Keeping the donor/acceptor ratio constant throughout allowed
us to minimize the parameters that can affect solar-cell output
characteristics. All of the devices have low efficiencies because the
photocurrents are limited by the low absorption of the acceptors
in the active layers. However, the preservation of FFs above
0.42and in many cases above 0.5in all of our devices
suggests that localized trap states are not limiting device
operation. Rather, an imbalance in charge-carrier transport in
the active layers results in space-charge limitation.46 This

Figure 2. Open-circuit voltage of optimized ternary-blend solar cells containing (a) PBTTT-C14, PC61BM, and bis-PC61BM; (b) PBTTT-C14,
PC61BM, and ICBA; (c) PBTTT-C14, PC61BM, and tris-PC61BM; and (d) PBTTT-C14, PC61BM, and ICTA as a function of the fraction of
PC61BM of the two acceptors; the donor/acceptor weight ratio was kept constant at 1:4.
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limitation, however, does not impact the conclusions drawn
based on the Voc trends that we observe herein.
Figure 2 demonstrates the Voc behavior of ternary-blend solar

cells upon the introduction of different A2s as the third
component in these blends. As expected, the introduction of
bis-PC61BM (ternary blend A), ICBA (ternary blend B), and tris-
PC61BM (ternary blend C) leads to tunable Voc in ternary-blend
solar cells as the acceptor pairs are mutually compatible and their
LUMO energy level differences are less than 0.2 eV. Solar cells
with ternary blend D (ICTA as A2) display similarly tunable Voc
across its blend composition window, even when the energy
difference between the LUMOs of the two acceptors exceeds 0.4
eV (Figure 2d).
Inspired by the ability to tune the Voc in ternary-blend solar

cells with an energy difference between the LUMOs of the two
acceptors exceeding 0.4 eV (ternary blend D), we further
fabricated ternary-blend solar cells containing PBTTT-C14, C60,
and ICTA (ternary blend E) to test the energetic limits on tuning
Voc. Substituting PC61BM with C60 resulted in an energy-level
difference between the LUMOs of the two acceptors of 0.51 eV.
C60, however, has poor solubility in organic solvents, which
limited its loading to 20% of the total acceptor content in solar
cells comprising ternary blend E. At 20% C60 loading, the Voc of
these solar cells is at 0.60 V, an intermediate value between what
one would expect of PBTTT-C14:C60 (below 0.48 V) and
PBTTT-C14:ICTA binary-blend solar cells. This result demon-
strates that we can access Voc that is not pinned by those
determined by the energy-level difference of PBTTT-C14:C60
and PBTTT-C14:ICTA binary-blend solar cells, even when the

LUMO energy-level difference of the two acceptors in our
ternary-blend solar cell exceed 0.5 eV. If we invoke the organic
alloy model,17,31 the composition-dependent Voc observed in all
of the ternary-blend solar cells in this study implies strong
electronic interactions between A1 and A2; therefore, the electron
wave function is substantially delocalized across many molecules,
even when the LUMO energy levels between A1 and A2 differ by
more than 0.5 eV.15,17,31 It follows that the minority fullerene in
D/A1/A2 blends is not creating localized traps. Rather, its
addition favors delocalization of electronic states over large
distances across the composition window, and according to one
study, this delocalization can span as many as 30 fullerene
molecules.32

Figure S2 contains representative J−V plots for binary- and
ternary-blend solar cells in this study. Reference solar cells
containing PBTTT-C14:PC61BM, exhibit an average Jsc of 6.4
mA/cm2, which is comparable to previous reports.47 Incorpo-
ration of A2 in PBTTT-C14:PC61BM blends results in solar cells
with progressively decreasing Jsc. Because the fraction of total
acceptor relative to donor is invariant, the reduction in Jsc in all
cases stems from the lower absorptivity of bis-PC61BM, ICBA,
tris-PC61BM, and ICTA, relative to that of PC61BM.15,48 Despite
a decrease in Jsc, the FFs of these devices remain at or around 0.50
when PC61BM comprises the major fraction of the acceptor in
the blend. We interpret this observation to imply that charge
generation and transport in these ternary-blend solar cells are
efficient, even when the energy-level difference between the
LUMOs of the two acceptors is above 0.4 eV and as high as 0.5
eV. Nonetheless, the decrease in Jsc accompanying the increase in

Figure 3. (a) UV−vis absorbance spectrum of a PBTTT-C14 thin film. (b) UV−vis absorbance spectrum of a thin film of PBTTT-C14:ICTA at a
1:4 weight ratio. (c) UV−vis absorbance spectra of ternary-blend films containing PBTTT-C14, PC61BM, and ICTA with increasing PC61BM
content. (d) UV−vis absorbance spectra of ternary-blend films containing PBTTT-C14, PC61BM and ICBA with increasing PC61BM content.
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A2 fraction in ternary-blend solar cells results in a gradual
decrease in power conversion efficiency, which stems from
reduced absorption of A2 compared to that of PC61BM. More
specifically, the reduction in absorption of the active layer when
A2 is introduced accounts for more than two-thirds of the
reduction in Jsc between ternary-blend and PBTTT-
C14:PC61BM solar cells. This analysis assumes that only
single-pass photoabsorption contributes to the Jsc when
photoabsorption on subsequent passes can account for up to
25% of the Jsc.

49 We thus believe the reduction of absorption of
the active layer to be the first-order reason for the observed
decrease in Jsc in ternary-blend solar cells compared to PBTTT-
C14:PC61BM solar cells. It follows that we should be able to
increase the power conversion efficiency by optimizing the
thickness of the ternary-blend active layers, but we have opted to
maintain identical processing conditions for all active layers to
provide a common basis with which we can compare across the
solar cells under study. Despite low current densities and power
conversion efficiencies, our model study demonstrates that
charge generation and transport can be effectively maintained
despite an energy-level difference between the LUMOs of the
two acceptors that exceeds 0.4 eV. In binary-blend solar cells with
bis-PC61BM, ICBA, tris-PC61BM, and ICTA, we observe FFs of
0.42. The lower FF in these devices compared to those for binary-
blend solar cells of PBTTT-C14:PC61BM solar cells originates
from an imbalance in charge-carrier transport46,50 as the electron
mobilities of bis-PC61BM, ICBA, tris-PC61BM, and ICTA are low
relative to the hole mobility of PBTTT-C14.48

The performance of ternary-blend solar cells in this study
supports the notion of an organic alloy, with strong electronic
interactions between A1 and A2 such that the electron wave
function is delocalized across many molecules. In the absence of
such delocalization between A1 and A2, we would expect to see
evidence of localized trap states or defect states, such as those
previously observed when PC61BM is mixed with PC84BM,51

manifested as a precipitous drop in FF because of extensive
recombination and a sharp decrease in Jsc even with a minute
addition of A2. Instead, our ternary-blend solar cells maintain FFs
above 0.42 throughout the composition window and the drop in

Jsc only comes when A2 with lower absorptivity is incorporated
substantially. We thus surmise that our ternary blends form
organic alloys with extensive electron wave function delocaliza-
tion between A1 and A2 in order for us to observe composition-
dependent Voc in the resulting solar cells. However, further
studies are necessary to estimate the extent of electron wave
function delocalization.51

The fullerene acceptors explored herein are chemically
compatible with each other and can be divided into two
categories: those that intercalate between the side chains of the
PBTTT-C14 (PC61BM and ICBA) to form bimolecular
crystals45 and those that do not,45 presumably due to sterics
(bis-PC61BM, tris-PC61BM, and ICTA). This intercalation can
be studied by X-ray diffraction but is more easily tracked via
absorption measurements. Figure 3a shows the absorption
profile of PBTTT-C14. We observe in Figure 3b that the
introduction of ICTA does not alter the absorption profile of
PBTTT-C14 significantly. ICTA absorbs in the near-UV; we see
an increase in the absorption below 400 nm attributable to ICTA.
The absorption at longer wavelengths that is associated with
PBTTT-C14 remains unchanged. Consistent with literature
reports,45 the comparison between panels (a) and (b) in Figure 3
indicates that ICTA does not intercalate between the side chains
of PBTTT-C14. Figure 3c shows the absorption profiles of
ternary blends of PBTTT-C14:PC61BM:ICTA across the
composition window. While the absorption profiles are
substantially different from that of PBTTT-C14, they are
marginally different from each other. These absorption profiles
are different from that of PBTTT-C14 because PC61BM readily
intercalates between the side chains of the polymer donor,
resulting in bimolecular crystals whose absorption is distinct
from that of PBTTT-C14.52 The observation that adding ICTA
and increasing its concentration does not substantially alter the
absorption profiles in Figure 3c indicates the preservation of
bimolecular crystals at all compositions. The absorption profiles
with the addition of A2 are qualitatively similar for ternary blends
A and C. Our data thus indicate that in ternary blends containing
PC61BM and a nonintercalating fullerene derivative (ternary
blends A, C, and D) the presence of A2 does not disrupt the

Figure 4. Illustration of ternary-blendmorphologies where (a) both acceptors, A1 and A2, intercalate (ternary blend B) and (b) only one acceptor,
A1, intercalates (ternary blends A, C, D, and E) between the side chains of PBTTT-C14. Dashed circles represent the extent of delocalization of
free charges (electron).
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formation of bimolecular crystals between PBTTT-C14 and
PC61BM. Figure 3d shows the absorption profiles of ternary
blends of PBTTT-C14:PC61BM:ICBA across the composition
window. Because ICBA also readily intercalates between the side
chains of PBTTT-C14, the similarity of absorption profiles
across the composition window suggests that the bimolecular
crystals are structurally similar, whether they form between
PBTTT-C14 and PC61BM, between PBTTT-C14 and ICBA, or
at any other intermediate compositions.
Complementary X-ray diffraction analyses are provided in

Supporting Information. Figure S3 contains the X-ray diffraction
images, along with the collapsed one-dimensional X-ray
diffraction traces, of thin films containing ternary blends at
different A1/A2 ratios. The ternary blends are semicrystalline, as
evidenced by the presence of a strong, out-of-plane reflection
along qxy = 0. Figure S4 shows quantification of the positions of
the primary reflections extracted from the GIXD patterns of
binary and ternary blends. Consistent with the picture that binary
blends form bimolecular crystals because one or both of the
acceptors is/are capable of intercalating between the side chains
of PBTTT-C14, the X-ray diffraction patterns reveal a primary
reflection associated with the characteristic spacing of the
bimolecular crystals at 0.22 and at 0.24 Å−1 for PBTTT-
C14:PC61BM and PBTTT-C14:ICBA, respectively. Binary
blends comprised of fullerene derivatives that are bulkier reveal
a primary reflection between 0.26 and 0.28 Å−1. This larger q
spacing corresponds to a smaller characteristic distance that is
comparable to that of PBTTT-C14 alone; this observation thus
indicates that bis-PC61BM, tris-PC61BM, and ICTA do not
intercalate between the side chains of PBTTT-C14.45 The GIXD
patterns of all ternary-blend thin films in this study yielded
primary reflections between 0.22 and 0.24 Å−1. This observation
is consistent with our absorption studies and is evidence that
bimolecular crystals are formed in all of the ternary blends,
independent of whether A2 intercalates because PC61BM does so
readily. Figure 4 provides a simple illustration of these two
scenarios: one in which both the acceptors intercalate between
the side chains of PBTTT-C14 (Figure 4a; for ternary blend B,
with ICBA as A2) and one in which only PC61BM intercalates
between the side chains of PBTTT-C14 (Figure 4b). The latter is
the scenario for ternary blends A, C, and D; while A2 in these
ternary blends does not readily form bimolecular crystals with
PBTTT-C14, they do not preclude the formation of bimolecular
crystals between PBTTT-C14 and PC61BM.
Earlier studies have demonstrated that the morphology of

ternary blends determines the Voc behavior in ternary-blend solar
cells.36 As expected, the introduction of ICBA to PBTTT-
C14:PC61BM (ternary blend B) leads to tunable Voc in ternary-
blend solar cells as both acceptors can intercalate between side
chains of PBTTT-C14 and they are known to be miscible with
each other (Figure 2a).53 This observation is consistent with the
organic alloymodel previously used to describe D1/D2/A andD/
A1/A2 systems, in which the electron wave function is delocalized
over large distances and is determined by the average
composition of D1/D2 or A1/A2.

15,17,31,54 In ternary blends
where A2 does not intercalate between the side chains of
PBTTT-C14, the Voc of these solar cells still falls between those
corresponding to binary-blend solar cells of PBTTT-C14:A1 and
PBTTT-C14:A2. Still in the framework of the organic alloy
model, this observation implies strong electronic interactions
between constituents A1 and A2.
The similarity in how the Voc varies across the composition

window in solar cells containing ternary blends A and B (Figure

2a,b) further suggests that A1 and A2 must maintain strong
electronic interactions with each other; therefore, the electron
wave function is delocalized over large distances whether A2
intercalates. We have schematized this distance over which
delocalization takes place with circles in Figure 4b. We believe
electron delocalization to extend beyond the intercalated
acceptors; the Voc of devices comprising such ternary blends is
thus determined by the average composition of A1/A2. A recent
study demonstrated that the electron wave function can extend
over 30 fullerene molecules for systems containing one donor
and two fullerene acceptors.32 As a result, it is quite possible for
changes in the A1/A2 ratio to alter the overall electron wave
function, leading to the observation of tunable Voc in ternary-
blend solar cells.15−17,32

Figure 2 also shows that the Voc behavior extracted from solar
cells comprising ternary blend C is qualitatively different from
those comprising the other ternary blends. The Voc of solar cells
comprising ternary blends A, B, and D can be tuned continuously
over 60−130 mV across the entire composition window. This
behavior is consistent with earlier observations of the Voc
behavior in ternary-blend solar cells containing one donor and
two fullerene acceptors.15,39,55 Solar cells containing ternary
blend C exhibit Voc that can be tuned by only 20 mV as the
PC61BM content is increased from 20 to 80%. Qualitatively, this
behavior is consistent with those more commonly observed in
ternary-blend solar cells containing D1/D2/A blends.16,33 We
speculate that this subtle difference in the Voc behavior between
the ternary-blend solar cells stems from small differences in the
morphology of the active layer. In the context of the organic alloy
model, the introduction of tris-PC61BM beyond 20% does not
alter the electronic structure of the delocalized state. We surmise
that this invariance in delocalization stems from an invariance of
the local composition spanning the distance over which the
fullerenes are delocalized, which then leads to an invariance in the
composition at the donor/acceptor interface. This hypothesis
further suggests that tris-PC61BM is only partially miscible
beyond 20% in PC61BM, leading to phase separation of two solid
solutions comprising both fullerenes, but this phase separation
must occur sufficiently far away from the donor/acceptor
interface where charge separation takes place to maintain a
near-constant Voc that is intermediate of those of the respective
binary-blend solar cells. Clearly, further studies are necessary to
investigate the origin of this difference.23

The ability to tune the Voc in ternary-blend solar cells when the
energy-level offset between the HOMOs of the two donors or
LUMOs of the two acceptors exceeds 0.4 eV provides a pathway
to achieve power conversion efficiencies beyond the practical
efficiency limit for binary-blend solar cells, which has been
estimated to be approximately 11% for those containing
fullerenes as acceptors.1−8 To exceed this limit, the donor and
acceptor constituents of the ternary-blend active layer must be
judiciously selected so (a) their absorption profiles are
complementary to maximize Jsc and (b) they readily form an
organic alloy so that the Voc is tunable across the composition
window. A case in point would be a ternary-blend active layer that
contains two donors, a low-bandgap constituent with strong
absorption characteristics in the near-IR and a large-bandgap
constituent whose absorption starts in the UV and extends to the
visible range of the solar spectrum. Provided that the energy
levels are appropriately matched with the acceptor constituent to
enable efficient exciton dissociation and there is extensive wave
function delocalization between the two donor constituents,36,37

we should be able to extend the practical efficiency limit of single-
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junction solar cells. A recent estimate of the efficiency limit for
ternary-blend solar cells is 14%;38 this estimate assumes an
energy-level offset between the HOMOs of the two donors or
LUMOs of the two acceptors of 0.3 eV. That these energy-level
offsets can be greater than 0.3 eV affords greater tunability of the
Voc, which should extend the efficiency limit beyond what had
been predicted.
In summary, we have demonstrated ternary-blend solar cells

containing one donor and two fullerene acceptors (D/A1/A2)
with tunable Voc when the LUMO−LUMO offsets of the two
acceptors exceed 0.4 eV and are as high as 0.5 eV. Independent of
whether the second acceptor intercalates between the side chains
of PBTTT-C14, chemical compatibility between the acceptors
ensures strong electronic interactions, which allows delocaliza-
tion of the electron wave function over both A1 and A2.
Accordingly, the Voc of such ternary-blend solar cells is tunable,
with its magnitude determined by the overall acceptor
composition. Our results have broadened the library of possible
candidates for active layers of ternary-blend solar cells with
tunable Voc, providing a pathway toward materials design for
more efficient single-junction solar cells.
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